
PROPOSAL – DIVINE PLAN FOR NEW EARTH 

What the Trading Platform Offer’s: 

1. An infinite value bond certificate approved by the mauri spirit of IO M-Atua te runga rawa i nga 

rangi o nga mano, to eventually initiate a global reset and the disbursement of AURA credit to the 

value of up to 10 million credits less a 10% Tithe, paid in increments from the pledge and upgrade 

program to receive 1,000-fold rewards through 6 plans of 10 x 6 infrastructure. Platform One 

establishes a transition from fiat currency to sovereign AURA credit through an affiliate 

sponsorship program, starting with a 10,000CR advance to initiate exchange and setup of your 

Family Foundation(s). Platform Two establishes a transfer of sovereign AURA credit into a 

membership support network to increase the sovereign credit-line by sharing 50% of the 

membership subscriptions of those you sponsor. Any sovereign AURA credits maintained in any 

e-wallet accounts are part of the collective shares held by the members of the system. 

2. The Arc of the Covenant or agreement (Kawenata) of energy exchange in union with the Supreme 

Creator.  

3. Established in Cloud Servers over “The World of Love Governance” also known as :Aotearoha-

Kāwanatanga: of “The Kingdom House of Io” also known as :Te-Whare-Mātāmuatanga-o-IO: 

4. A Google Play Store Mobile Phone Application to install and run a sponsorship program ONLY to 

build AURA credits for as little as a one-time €10 Euro Dollars + payment gateway fee 

establishment pledge. 

5. An online website advertising platform for full access to upgrade and trade from a back-office 

administration infrastructure for a one-time establishment pledge of €250 Euro Dollars & €20 Euro 

Dollars + payment gateway fees, Service pledge thereafter. 

6. There are TWO Advertising, Sales and Affiliate Marketing platforms separate but manually 

integrated. One for transitioning from fiat currency to sovereign AURA credit that rewards active 

participant’s commissions, discounts and affiliate residual credit rewards to create a credit-line. 

The other to increase the value of credits in a pay-it-forward membership support network. Both 

platforms have different internal administration infrastructures to achieve wealth in abundance.   

7. Advertising, sales and affiliate marketing platforms to list, auction and tender bid, buy, sell 

promote, swap, barter, trade and exchange products and services that hold the true intrinsic value 

of the entire system. 

8. NO loans, interest, tax, hidden fees, as the affiliate sponsorship and member support network 

creates the needs necessary to establish a utopia. Rather a pre-set 10% Tithe on the majority of 

transactions and transfers with some items having upfront listing fees and success fees.  

9. All commissions, discounts, residual credit rewards, business transactions, fund transfers, labour 

and services will incur a 10% Tithe as a pre-set parameter algorithm. 

10. A self-governing system with rules of engagement based on universal lore, natural law jurisdiction 

that requires member’s integrity to maintain “DO NO HARM”.  

11. A universal exchange solution owned by the ONE and administered by a son of man to bring 

equality, peace, love, unity and infinite wealth in abundance. 

12. An Enrolment platform CRM Database for Sovereign Consumers and a Global Cooperative 

Business Alliance. A Business Directory Service of Trusted Traders that are publicly listed for full 



transparency. Each Business advertises its products and services to a marketplace of consumers 

and can be all sited in your own Private Business Directory. 

13. An online Members back-office login administration and e-wallet account management system 

with business tools to operate all activities.  

14. A Sponsorship Affiliate Referral Marketing Program to initiate an AURA Credit Reward Pay-It-

Forward Solution that can and will zero-balance the debt, sin and death ledger of Hue-manity. 

15. A private medium of exchange credit-line to establish an AU Gold Standard Authority of a people-

backed energy exchange current-see in covenant with Supreme Creator. 

16. An alternative decentralized global financial solution for economic trade and bartering. 

17. A one-stop marketplace, free of COVID policing, due to being an online enterprise with the consent 

of its own active members and the race to FREE Hue-manity from a tyrannical New World Order, 

Corporation Take-over of legal fiction by the US SEC. 

18. A lawful and just system that will reduce corporate crimes and crime in general as we reserve the 

right to suspend accounts for unethical account activity that MUST be remedied or risk 

termination entirely. 

19. A system that encourages unified cooperation, peaceful and free energy exchange alliances that 

members are shareholders of, giving them a sense of belonging that they share with other patriots 

to the ONE-ness of a world-wide conscious community in an agape love (aroha) alliance. 

20. NO saturation point as Member’s can hold more than One account creating a jump-over, spill-over 

and follow the leader reverse-funnel infrastructure to establish a FAMILY TREE of LIFE genealogy 

database. 

21. An internal Broadcasting mail-out and internal marketing system to your down-line you have 

sponsored for News, Announcements, Updates etc. 

22. Upload Documents to verify and validate your Private Profile as a Trusted Trader. 

23. An internal Voucher system that allows for internal gifting to kick-start member’s accounts or 

joint-venture investment into Hue-manitarian Community Projects and Business Alliances. 

24. Fund Transfer function to credit other members.  

25. Internal Reports by calendar date search that can be downloaded for accounting and book-

keeping purposes. 

26. An additional Godzone Wallet to receive manually transferred sovereign AURA credits from 

platform two, Godzone Credit Exchange also known as GAIN 2U Network less a 10% Tithe. 

27. Social Media Share Buttons linked to an Affiliate Referral link for Sponsorship. 

Royal Decree of: 
:Ariki-nui-Kawenata: :Marsich-Crown:  
also known as :Gavin-John: :Marsich: 

Global Advertising Internet Network Foundation 
HEAD Business AD-Minister  

Goodwill Kingdom Ambassador 
Guardian of Divinity 

Email: gain2umatrix@protonmail.com  
Email: gain2unetwork@protonmail.com  

Platform One Website: https://gain2umatrix.com/  
Platform Two Website: https://gain2unetwork.com/  
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